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June, 2008. Consumer weak, No housing recovery



Aug. 2008. Continuing weakness
In jobs outlook.



Bank denial of credit Is greater than total of Rebate checks!





Wal-Mart & other 
blue chips 
paying up 
for  credit



Once the “hope” of American exporters, the European
Economy is sliding towards recession.



Exports and rebate checks bring us 1.9% GDP, now what ?



Martin Feldstein  cites increased
Consumer sales equal to only 20%

Of rebates mailed out.



Everyone has an idea: more infrastructure, more rebates,
Financial aid to states, tax cuts, etc… but the bottom line

Is the economy is too weak to regenerate itself.





…”the ball is in the fiscal court”… i.e. moreGovernment
spending and/or tax cuts are needed, just as in 2001-02



Candidates promise stimulus…



Here’s an idea!
1) Listen to the people
2) The consumer may eventually need debt relief.



Catch 22. Massive new spending planned by Both 
parties just at the start of yawning Medicare shortfalls



Our two largest states choking on unbalanced budgets.
Sen Dodd “…no checks will be coming from the Federal Govt…”



We attempt to curtail Medicare deficits in June 2008…



….and Medicare shuts down for new patients…



…. Mass protests over envisioned cuts in Retirement 
benefits in Europe may presage events in the U.S.

…keep in mind the vast financial impact of these deficits:
1) Bullish for gold
2) Upward pressure on interest rates due to increased borrowing
3) Can trigger disgorgement of housing just when the housing

Boom may be recovering!





….as European economy
weakens, So do European
currencies vs. the dollar







…. Assuming an impressive dollar rally, keep in mind that 
longer term the “goal” is to strengthen currencies of 
developing economies that have built up large reserves.





Weakness in Gold stocks confirms weak metal



….increasing chance energy highs are in for the year…







Chart 6 is key: at $3.00 gasoline is a “pinch” on the
Consumer. At $4.00 it warps consumer behavior.

$4.00 was unsustainable, at least short-term







…either way, the market is poised for most
Important rally since Oct. top…





Rally is sustained by earnings. Still suspicious at this point…



Are these realistic? If not this is a major headwind… Look for 
market reaction in seasonally erratic late Sept/ Oct., when all
of this may get sorted out, one way or the other…

…Alternatively, the market may hang it’s hat on a “coming
Stimulus” regardless of which candidate is elected…



Can foreign earnings hold up ??













VERY attractive dividend valuations….











WARREN  BUFFETT DISCUSSES THE EFFECTS

OF INTEREST RATES ON STOCK PRICES

Case 1:

Case 2:



The impact of

Rising vs. falling

Interest rates



*

*Here we are at the 2008 bottom, on a chart drawn
In January 2003!
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